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THE IMMORTAL IPA

BITTER PATTER TRIPLE IPA

A Northwest interpretation of a classic English style, golden
copper in color and loaded with New World hop flavor and
aroma. Brewed with Pale, Munich, Crystal, and Cara-hell
malts. Bittered with Chinook, finished with Amarillo and
Centennial hops.

Brewed for those of us who give zero f#@ks about Valentine’s Day.
We threw in a bit of all the malts; Pale, Munich, Special B, Triticale, Oat
Malt, and some Golden Naked Oats. Only bittered with 2 lbs of
Chinook, this picks up most of its bitterness from the late additions of
Galaxy and Simcoe. Dry hopped with Galaxy, Centennial, and Idaho 7.
Coming in at 10.2% ABV and 100+ IBUs, this beer is sure to satisfy the
bitter-pattering of your heart.

6.3% ABV | 62 IBU | PINT 6

SPACE DUST A TOTALLY NEBULAR IPA
Great Western premium two-row, combined with c-15 and
Dextra-Pils, give this beer a bright and galactic Milky Way hue.
The hopping is pure starglow energy, with Chinook to bitter and
late and dry additions of Citra and Amarillo.

8.2% ABV | PINT 6.50

DAYGLOW IPA
This is a beer with the insistent beat of hops, as driving and
inevitable as a Full Moon party in Haad Rin. It drips with
tropical, sunshiny Mosaic, and twinkles with touches of El
Dorado and Centennial. A touch of wheat hazes the malt bill
a bit around the edges, and the IBUs are in the mid-sixties.

7.4% ABV | PINT 6.50

10.2% ABV | 100 IBU | SCHOONER ONLY 6

SUPER LOSER BARREL AGED LOSER
Pulled from midday reverie comes Super Loser, a barrel-aged pale ale,
redolent of oak, vanilla, and cocoa notes. Street smarter. Still not
athletic.

10.2% ABV | SCHOONER ONLY 7

SUCK IT, TREBEK SCOTCH ALE
Scots are a surly bunch, and our favorite has to be Sean Connery. A bit
dark, slightly smoky, and oh so malty. Like Sean, this beer starts sweet
and finishes dry. We used a brand new base malt from our friends at
Skagit Valley Malting, Copeland Dark, as well as Dexpils for body,
Peated Alba for smoke, and Roasted Barley for color. Magnum hops to
bitter, and Sovereign hops for a bit of fruity flavor and aroma rounds
out this beer so nice even Trebek's mother may enjoy it.

AVATAR JASMINE IPA

6.2% ABV | PINT 6

Brewed with Pale, 45° Crystal, Munich and Cara-hell malts.
Bittered with German Northern Brewer and finished with
Glacier and Amarillo hops. Dried jasmine flowers added in
the boil and hopback.

KAPPA IPA

6.3% ABV | 43 IBU | PINT 6

THE WISE ESB
Allusive to the goddess Athena, patroness of warriors,
weaving and wisdom. Brewed with Pale, Munich, Crystal,
Cara-hell and Belgian Special B malts. Bittered with
Chinook, finished with Cascade and Centennial hops.

5.9% ABV | 39 IBU | PINT 6

MEN’S ROOM ORIGINAL RED
Brewed for the KISW radio program of the same name,
Men’s Room is amber in color with a light hop aroma and a
toasty malt finish. Brewed with crisp 77 Crystal, Munich,
Cara-hell, Cara-red, and Cara- vienne. Bittered with Chinook
and finished with Cascade.

The obsession is real. Piny, crisp, and a glimpse of honeydew. Idaho 7
pushes through with back up from Eureka, Denali, and Galaxy. .

6.4% ABV | PINT 6.50

THE FIX CHOCO COFFEE IMPERIAL STOUT
Dark, rich, and roasty with Stumptown coffee and aged on cocoa nibs
sourced by Theo Chocolate, this stout is complex and full of your
favorite dark matter. Beer. Chocolate. Coffee. Whatever your jones,
we’ve got The Fix.

8.9% ABV | SCHOONER ONLY 6.50

BIFROST WINTER ALE
Named for the mythical bridge connecting the mortal world to the
heavens. Brewed with pale malt and small amounts of Munich and
Crystal malts. Bittered with Magnum and finished with Chinook and
Styrian Goldings hops.

5.6% ABV | 51 IBU | PINT 6

7.6% ABV | PINT 6.50

PERSEUS PORTER

SNAILBONES IPA

Named for the slayer of the Gorgon Medusa, and rescuer of
Andromeda. Perseus Porter is slightly smoky with Black and
Chocolate malts. Bittered with Centennial and finished with
German Northern Brewer hops.

Let loose your love darts and give bones to a beer full of grapefruit,
peach, guava, and grape.

5.4% ABV | 25 IBU | PINT 6

DRAGONSTOOTH STOUT
The name is referential to the founders of Thebes, warriors who
sprang from the earth when the teeth of a slain dragon were sown
by Cadmus. Made with 10% rolled oats, roasted barley, Crystal,
Munich and chocolate malts. Bittered with Magnum, finished with
Cascade and Centennial hops.

8.1% ABV | 56 IBU | PINT 6.50

OTHER MINDS PALE LAGER
Philosophers have tackled the question of our existence, whether
the world exists outside of our own minds. We imagined a malt bill
of Pale for simplicity, with Flaked Oats and Flaked Barley for some
added body. Experimental hops out of Yakima and South Africa
(06297 + XJA2/436) colored our imagined reality with slight
bitterness followed by flavors and aromas of tropical fruit, floral
notes, and some pungent cattiness. Brain in a vat? Beer in a
glass? Whether it exists or not, it's still worth drinking!

5.96% ABV | 51 IBU | PINT 6

8.5% ABV | SCHOONER ONLY 6.50

SALUTE THE SUN PALE
Light and crushable pale ale brewed with 2-row barley, malted oats,
Munich, and honey malt. Shining with a stupid amount of Citra hops,
and conditioned on sun-dried black limes.

4.7% ABV | PINT 6

ZEPHYRUS PILSNER
The gentlest of the sylvan deities, embodied in the western wind which
blows across the Elysian Fields. Bittered with German Northern Brewer
and finished with Czech Saaz hops. Starting gravity 12.5° Plato (1.050)

4.7% ABV | 38 IBU | PINT 6

JUST A CLOUD BELGIAN WIT
Drift away from the dark and dreary Seattle clouds, and into Just
a Cloud Belgian Wit. The grain bill consists of Pils, Pale,
Acidulated and Wheat malts, with a big helping of Unmalted
Wheat and Rolled Oats. Full of body, and bright and pillowy in
appearance. Bittered with Magnum and featuring the spiciness
and fruitiness of Saaz hops, Orange Peel and Indian Coriander.

4.6% ABV | PINT 6

SPLIT SHOT ESPRESSO MILK STOUT
Split Shot Espresso Milk Stout brings together the talents of
Elysian Brewing and Stumptown Coffee in a deliciously
smooth, very Northwest beer. A complex bill of malts hold it
all together--Northwest pale, C-15 and C-45 dextrine malts,
Franco-Belges kiln coffee malt, Black, Roasted and
Chocolate malts and flaked oats. Magnum hops add a touch
of bitterness and milk sugar sweetens just a bit. Cold-infused
Stumptown coffee provides an invigorating richness.

5.6% ABV | PINT 6.50

BêTE BLANCHE BELGIAN TRIPEL
A twist on the French expression “Bête Noire”. Bête Blanche is
extremely drinkable, blonde and somewhat treacherous. Brewed
entirely from Pale malt and augmented in the boil with clear Belgian
candy sugar. Bittered with German Northern Brewer and finished with
Styrian Goldings hops. Fermented with Belgian ale yeast.

8.4% ABV | 36 IBU | SCHOONER ONLY 6

BARREL AGED AVATAR JASMINE IPA
Our Avatar Jasmin IPA aged in Copperworks Gin Barrels for
6 months.

9.85% ABV | SCHOONER ONLY 7

CHILL BILL TABLE SAISON
Quiet and unassuming, Chill Bill is more than meets the eye.
We used Copeland Pilsner and Vienna malts from our friends
at Skagit Valley Malting for a base of slight sweetness and
cracker. Bittered with Magnum and a base of flavor and
aroma from Mandarina. What elevates this beer is our first
use of an experimental hop out of South Africa, named
XJA2/436. This hop, along with the Mandarina, bring flavors
and aroma of Bergamot citrus, candied papaya, slight
tobacco, and melon. Fermented with a slightly spicy Belgian
yeast to round it all out. No epic quests of revenge here, just
don't cross it to be safe.

5.8% ABV | PINT 6

HITMAN BRETT PALE
The Hitman Brett Pale comes from a fine pedigree of Elysian
Brett beers. Entering the ring with flavors and aromas of
pineapple, guava, hay, barnyard funk, and a touch of
minerality. This beer spent two years in stainless steel
perfecting its signature moves. Definitely a sharpshooter and
enjoyed by all (although it hasn't had the best luck in
Montreal).

7.5% ABV | PINT 6

